In inductive learning, the shift of the representation language of the hypotheses from attribute-value languages to Horn clause logic used by Inductive Logic Programming systems accounts for a very complex hypothesis space. In order to reduce this complexity, most of these systems use biases. In this paper, we study the in uence of these biases on the size of the hypothesis space. For this comparison, we rst identify the basic constituents the biases are combined of. Then, we discuss the restrictions set on the distribution of terms in the clause by the constituents of the bias. The e ects of several constituents and of some combinations are shown by seven experiments.
Introduction
Inductive logic programming (ILP) Mug90] aims to overcome some limitations of attribute-value based learning algorithms by using Horn clause logic as the representation language for the hypotheses. However, a powerful representation language like Horn clause logic accounts for a a very complex hypothesis space. This complexity may prevent the systems from nding an appropriate hypothesis or from nding it in a reasonable time. As a consequence, there is a growing interest in appropriate biases, in particular in language biases, i.e. biases concerning the representation language of the hypotheses Utg86]. In the last years, a plenty of biases for controlling the hypothesis space of ILP systems has been developed. Although they are often combinations of several similar constituents, their in uence on the size of the hypothesis space varies.
For example, comparing the language restrictions of CLINT DR91] and of GOLEM MF90] as described in AB92] shows that adding the determinism as a further restriction strongly reduces the hypothesis space. In this paper, we aim to study the biases in ILP systems with respect to the restrictions they set of the hypothesis space. The rst task in this comparison is to identify the underlying basic constituents each bias is combined of. These constituents involve very di erent features of a Horn clause. Syntactic features, as e.g. the number of variables or literals, can be restricted as well as semantic features, e.g. determinate terms or the types of arguments in a clause. The second issue is to investigate how the constituents restrict the set of hypothesis clauses. The measure introduced by PK92] is the number of variabilizations. As the variabilization does not take structured terms into account, we extend this term to the term distribution, i.e. the distribution of the terms to argument positions in a clause. This paper is organized as follows. The next section gives a description of the learning problem of ILP with respect to the bias. Then, basic constituents of ILP biases are identi ed and described in section 2. In section 4, the e ects of the constituents of bias imposed on the hypothesis space are discussed. These e ects are evaluated in section 5, an the last section concludes with some ideas for further work.
Inductive Logic Programming and Bias
The inductive logic programming problem can be formalized as described in Mug93] . Given the positive examples E + , the negative examples E ? and the background knowledge B, the task is to nd a logic program H, and H is a set of de nite clauses C : l 0 l 1 , : : : ,l n . This hypothesis H has to be necessary, sufcient, and consistent. The necessity means that none of the positive examples can be explained by the background knowledge, and su ciency means that the program P should explain all positive examples together with the background knowledge Mug93]. The consistency criterion requires the hypothesis H to be consistent with the background knowledge and the negative examples. This restriction can be weakened in the presence of noise, i.e. the weak consistency criterion means that the hypothesis H has to be consistent with the background knowledge. In addition to the formalization in Mug93], the representation languages of the examples, the background knowledge, and the hypotheses can be taken into account. Consequently, there is an additional constraint for the hypothesis H that requires H to be in the language of the hypotheses L H .
The problem setting of ILP can be described by:
Given the examples E = E E in L E , the background knowledge B in L B , the hypothesis language L H , nd a logic program P in L H such that B 6 E + (Necessity), B^P`E + (Su ciency), P L H . The learning success strongly depends on the hypothesis language L H . If L H is very restricted, the learning is very e cient as there are less hypothesis.
However, if L H is overly restricted, the hypothesis cannot be expressed in L H , and the learning fails. In contrast, a weakly restricted hypothesis language is often very ine cient as the the hypothesis H cannot be found in a reasonable time. The goal of using Horn clause logic instead of an attribute-value based representation language was to overcome the limitation of an overly restricted representation language. However, using unrestricted Horn clause logic turned out to result in very ine cient learning systems. To increase the e ciency, the ILP systems use di erent biases. Each of these biases aims to restrict the representation language L H to a subset of the Horn clause logic that is e cient but large enough to include the hypothesis.
Basic Constituents of Biases
In order to make the language biases of ILP systems comparable and to make clear which syntactic or semantic feature of the clause they involve, we identify the basic constituents these biases are combined of. For this purpose, we recall or give a unifying de nition for each constituent.
In the following de nitions, V ars(l i ) (Terms(l i )) denotes the variables (terms) in a literal l i of a clause C : l 0 l 1 , : : : ,l n . Similarly, V ars(C) (Terms(C)) denotes all variables (terms) in C. A variable X is said to be shared by the literals l i and l j if X 2 (V ars(l i ) \ V ars(l j )).
Syntactic Constituents of Biases
The syntactic constituents of bias involve syntactic features of the hypothesis clauses. An important syntactic restriction is the restriction to function-free Horn clause logic. A clause of this subset does not include functors. Similarly, the limitation to constant-free Horn clause logic means that the hypothesis language does not include constants. Using a function-free language for the representation of the hypothesis is a widely used restriction, e.g. in The second restriction concerning this relation, the restriction to constrained clauses, requires that the body literals only contain variables of the head literal.
De nition 3.2: A clause C : l 0 l 1 , : : : ,l n is constrained if V ars(l 0 ) (V ars(l 1 ) : : : V ars(l n )).
The restriction to constrained clauses is a very strong bias that is is useful when the hypothesis can be expressed in the DATALOG language.
In contrast, the restriction to linked Horn clauses is part of almost all biases in ILP systems, e.g. ITOU Rou92] De nition 3.7: A literal l i in a clause C : l 0 l 1 , : : : ,l n has unique variables if X i 6 = X j for every two variables X i ; X j 2 fX 1 , : : : ,X n g of a literal l k = p(X 1 , : : : ,X n ). A clause is restricted to unique variables if it includes only literals with unique variables.
Semantic Constituents of Biases
Besides the syntactic constituents of bias described in section 3. De nition 3.12: A predicate p(X 1 , : : : ,X n ) is commutative according to a permutation perm(X 1 , : : : ,X n ) = (X p1 , : : : ,X pn i p(X 1 , : : : ,X n ) is equivalent to p(X p1 , : : : ,X pn ).
The commutativity of a predicate is denoted by commutative(p(X 1 , : : : ,X n ); X 1p , : : : ,X np ]) where (X 1p , : : : ,X np ] is a permutation of the arguments X 1 , : : : ,X n .
E ects of Biases Constituents
In PK92] the variabilization was introduced to measure the e ect of several biases. A variabilization of a clause describes the distribution of the variables or terms to the argument positions of the literals in a clause. Then, P(C) =fh1; 1i; h1;2i;h2;1i; h2;2i;h3; 1ig and T (P(C); fX;Y g) = fh1; 1i=X; h1;2i=Y;h2;1i=Y;: : :g. 3
The number of term distributions jT (P(C); T)j depends on three factors, the number of terms to be distributed, the number of argument positions in the clause and restrictions on the mapping of terms to argument positions. Applying a particular bias constituent means changing these parameters, i.e. reducing the number of terms or argument position or restricting the mapping.
Reducing the Number of Terms
Reducing the number of terms, i.e. limiting T in T (P(C); T) strongly decreases the size of L H . In PK92], it is shown that the number of hypotheses represented in a function-free language increases exponentially by the number of variables. As a consequence, the introduction of new variables described in de nition 3.6 has to be controlled more carefully as they cause unliked literals. An extreme restriction of the new variables is the restriction to constrained clauses as in de nition 3.2. As this bias does not allow new variables in the body literals it is often ttoo strong and only suitable for learning a small subset of Horn clauses.
Combining the restriciton of new variables with other bias constituents leads to more useful biases. For example, the languages of the series in CLINT DR91] limit the number of new variables depending on the depth of the literal introducing the new variable. Similarly, the ij-determinism used e.g. in GOLEM   MF90 ] limits the number of new terms with new variables at depth i to j. In addition, the ij-determinism requires the terms including new variables to be determinate. Another approach to reduce the number of terms to be distributed in a clause is the restriction to function-free clauses. In contrast to hypothesis languages with functors where all terms together with their subterms can be used in the distribution, only a new variable or the variables at preceeding argument positions can be put to an argument position of a new literal in a function-free clause. The restriction to a function-free hypothesis language is mostly combined with other bias constituents, e.g. with the range restriction and limitations of the new variables in CLINT DR91] or with restrictions to the connection paths and predicate types in MOBAL MWKE93].
Reducing the Number of Argument Positions
The second parameter in T (P(C); T) a ected by the biases in order to restrict the hypothesis language is the number of argument positions available in a clause jP(C)j. This parameter depends on both the number of literals in C and the arity of these literals.
Restricting the number of literals can be done either explicitly by de ning a maximum length of the clauses or by providing a set of schemata, e.g. rule models or graphs. As scheme-based systems only use a nite set of schemata, the number of literals in a hypothesis is limited to the maximim number of literals in a scheme. The number of argument positions depends not only on the number of literals but also on which literals may occur in the clause. This restriction can be achieved by e.g disabling a commutative to be used twice in a clause PK92]. The type of a predicate, a further constituent of bias in de nition 3.9, can be used to limit the literals in a schema to those matching only predicates of a particular type Tau93] . Similarly, the number of argument positions in a clause can be restricted by limiting the aritiy of literals in a schema Tau93].
Restricting the Mappings of Terms to Positions
Apart from decreasing the number of argument positions and terms available for the term distribution in a clause, setting restrictions on the mapping of terms to argument positions is a further way of reducing the number of hypotheses.
As shown above, restricting the new terms is one way to prevent from unlinked literals as in de nition 3.3. However, the restriction of new variables has to be combined with the restriction to linked clauses in order to avoid unliked literals, as e.g. p2(Z; Z) in the clause p1(X; Y ) p2(Z; Z); p3(X) in example 9. Applying this restriction to the clauses in example 9 excludes the last seven clauses.
Another way of restricting the mapping of terms to argument positions is to use argument types. As this restriction means that the type of a term has to agree with the type speci ed for the argument position by an argument type declaration, only term distributions that do not cause type con icts are enabled by this restriction. A similar approach is to provide mode declarations as in de nition 3.8. Mode declarations restrict the mappings in T (P(C); T) because usually a variable or term occurring at an argument position de ned as output must not occur at an argument position declared as output of any other literal but has to be used for the input positions of other literals. The restriction to unique variables in a clause in de nition 3.7 also restricts the mapping because it allows only variables at a particular argument position that do not appear on other positions in the same literal. The range restriction in de nition 3.1 also restricts the mapping of terms to argument because it requires all head variables to occur in the body literals. A boundery case of restricting the mapping is realized by the rule models MWKE93] as the term distribution of these schemata is xed. This approach is weakened by the graph-based representations, as described in WO91] or Tau93] , that specify specify particular connection paths as in de nition 3.4 by their edges. This restriction limits the mapping of terms to argument positions to mappings that agree with the connection paths speci ed. The e ects of the constituents of biases in ILP are summarized in the table 4.3.
Restriction j T j j P(C) j jT (P(C); T))j In all experiments, the hypothesis clauses have to be linked and to contain three literals.
We use two di erent restrictions on the connection paths. The rst, CP1 requires that both literals include of least one term of the terms in the head literals. The second, CP2, additionally requires that the second body literal contains at least on term of the rst body literal.
In experiment Exp1, the hypothesis language allows functors and the hypotheses are restricted to respect the connection path de ned in CP1. In contrast, the hypothesis language in experiment Exp2 has to be function-free. In experiment Exp3, no new variables may occur in the body literals, i.e. the clause is constrained. The experiment shows that CP2 is not appropriate in combination with constrained hypotheses as according to this restriction, the second body literal has to include at least one new variable. However, because of the restriction to constrained hypotheses, there is no new variable. 
Conclusion
In this paper, we identi ed the basic constituents of the biases used in ILP systems, and we discussed the restrictions they impose on the hypothesis clauses with respect to the term distribution. The e ects of several bias elements have been demonstrated by seven experiments. These experiments show that not all combinations of bias constituents are useful, e.g. the combination in Exp2. Furthermore, they shows that of using a hypothesis language that allows structured terms increases strongly the number of hypotheses. However, these experiments should be extended to study the e ect of further bias constituents. In addition, new combinations not realized by the biases used in ILP systems can be tested.
